
Student Leadership Program (SLP)

Skype with the author

Global Friends

ECHO Project

Ms. Sarah Aronson - Co-founder and Director of Young People's
Retreat at VCFA, USA - An enriching virtual session where MAPS
Cambridge students engage with the esteemed author, gaining
valuable insights into the world of young adult literature and creative
writing.

 Connecting with Mr. Glen Rawitsch from Glenmont Elementary
School, New York, USA - Fostering international friendships and
cultural exchange, MAPS Cambridge students engage in a
meaningful collaboration with their counterparts in the United
States.

 Collaboration with Dr. Prof. Douglas Peterson, Brigham Young
University, USA, for ECHO INDIA - A transformative educational
partnership enhancing reading practices, bridging global expertise
with local needs for a stronger foundation.

The Maiden Year
2018-19

Primary and Lower Secondary
Checkpoint Exams 

Fun Mun Station

Academic Milestone: MAPS Cambridge Conducts Maiden Primary
and Lower Secondary Checkpoint Exams - A significant
achievement in the school's educational journey, marking the
successful implementation of standardized assessments for our
primary and lower secondary students.

The student-led program is the project organized and driven by
students themselves, taking the lead in planning, implementing, and
managing activities or events. 

FUN MUN Team showcased their business skills at Delhi
Book Fair on 31-08-18. Students put up a stall of items
made by creative hands. 



Microsoft Global Learning
Connection 2019

Student-Powered Ideas: Inspiring TED Talks at MAPS Cambridge -
Our talented students take the stage to share their innovative and
thought-provoking ideas, igniting conversations that resonate
beyond the classroom.

MAPS Cambridge Joins the Microsoft Global Learning Connection - A
Virtual Bridge Across Borders - Engaging with students from diverse
nations, our school embraces this global learning initiative, fostering
cross-cultural understanding and collaborative learning experiences

An Arduous Expedition
2019-2020

TED Talk

Literary Food Truck Festival
LITERARY FOOD TRUCK FESTIVAL was one of a million ways to let
students share their understanding on a book. The Parents got
hands on experience on how to be an effective facilitator. 

Continuous Professional Development 
MAPS Cambridge ensures that educators undertake Cambridge
Trainings to remain engaged, motivated, and equipped with the
latest pedagogical techniques, ultimately benefitting both
teachers and students alike.

ISA PROJECT (International  School
Award) – Let’s Make Assemblies
Better

Elevating Assemblies for a More Engaging Experience - A student-
led initiative at MAPS Cambridge aimed at enhancing the quality
and impact of school assemblies, fostering a sense of unity and
inspiration among the student body.

Exemplary IGCSE Results
100% International Certificate Examination (ICE) Result. All
our students were ICE Merit Holders



Navigating Storms, Cultivating Minds:
Education’s Triumph Over COVID

Global Read Aloud 2020

Zenith 2020

An estimated half-a-million students from over 110 countries
will connect and travel “virtual miles” to speak with guest
speakers, experience a new culture, sing a song, go on virtual
field trips and learn from other students, educators and
experts from around the world.

Uniting Continents Through 'Indian No More' - Collaborative literary
venture with Yavneh Academy, New Jersey, USA, led by Rebecca
Tenzer, transcending borders and cultures as students engage in a
shared reading experience of this impactful novel.

Zenith 2020: Online Celebration of Student Success - A
virtual tribute to the achievements of the previous academic
year, honoring the dedication and excellence of MAPS
Cambridge students.

2020-2021

AUTHOR’S MEET

Microsoft Global Learning Connect
2020

Virtual Author Meet with Ms. Kathleen Burkinshaw - Journey into 'The
Last Cherry Blossom' - MAPS Cambridge students embark on a virtua
encounter with the esteemed author, delving into the poignant
narrative of her acclaimed work.

Remarkable Accomplishment
Raining A* and A grades in IGCSE Results. Our
students achieved great results of ICE Distinction
and ICE Merit, even during the challenging times of
COVID-19. Highest percentage - 93%



Revitalizing Education: Resilience,
Innovation and Global Outreach

2021-22

Conflict Resolution (SLP)

CULTURAL EXCHANGE
PROGRAMME 2021

What’s Your Pandemic Story (Kelly
Yang)

Pen Pal Project

Bridging Borders Virtually - Indian Students Forge Connections with
Vietnam, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and the USA - A transformative
initiative fostering global understanding, as students engage in
enriching virtual exchanges with peers from diverse cultures around
the world.

What's Your Pandemic Story: Kelly Yang Showcases MAPS Cambridge
Students' Tales in Global Writing Contest - Renowned author, Kelly
Yang, features our students' compelling pandemic narratives on her
website, celebrating their creativity in an international storytelling
competition.

The Pen Pal Project was conducted by our students of class 2 and
3 and they exchanged handwritten letters with the students of
Thomas Kidd Elementary School, Elementary school in Richmond,
Canada. 

Hybrid Learning
Adapting to Change: MAPS Cambridge Embraced Hybrid
Learning During the Pandemic - Teachers seamlessly blended in-
person and virtual instruction, ensuring students continued to
receive a quality education in a safe and flexible environment.

Student-led Conflict Resolution Workshop - A dynamic session
orchestrated by students, equipping peers with essential skills to
navigate and resolve conflicts constructively, fostering a
harmonious school community



Community Outreach
Student-Driven Initiatives Extending a Helping Hand to
Underprivileged Students and Support Staff - A series of
compassionate programs initiated by students, aimed at making a
positive impact on the lives of those in need within our community.

Dream, Explore, Achieve. The Journey Ahead
2022-23

Cultural Voyage

Introduced  AS & A level

Cambridge Horizon

 A Global Collaboration Program Connecting Students Virtually for
a Month-Long Cultural Exchange - An enriching initiative uniting
students from diverse nations, fostering cross-cultural
understanding and lifelong friendships through engaging virtual
interactions and collaborative projects.

MAPS Cambridge Introduces AS & A Levels by Cambridge
- Now Accepting Admissions for a World-Class Education
Experience!

 Student-Crafted Quarterly Newsletter Showcasing School's
Vibrant Achievements - A dynamic publication produced by
Cambridge students, offering a compelling snapshot of academic,
artistic, and extracurricular accomplishments, fostering a sense of
community and pride within the school.

Milestone Achieved: Centre
Average>International Average
MAPS Cambridge Exceeds International Average in Centre Average
Checkpoint Results for Primary and Lower Secondary Levels -
Demonstrating exceptional academic prowess, our students
consistently outshine global standards in their educational journey.



2022-23

MAPS Cambridge Hosted the Italian Exchange Students Greg and
Manu for a 10-Month Cultural Immersion - A unique intercultural
experience where Italian students had enriched the learning
environment at the school, fostering global connections and
lifelong friendships among Indian and Italian peers.

 A Fun-filled Extravaganza for Students to Celebrate the Break - A
day-long event featuring exciting games, beautiful performances,
live music, and delicious treats, creating unforgettable memories
for students before their summer break!

Dream, Explore, Achieve. The Journey Ahead

Summer Spree

National Young Author’s Fair

Student Exchange Program - Italy

Readathon

Subject Station

Created Storybooks - The talented young authors proudly
presented and shared their self-published storybooks,
inspiring creativity and celebrating literary achievements.

A Literary Marathon for Students to Dive into their Favorite
English Books - An immersive all-day event, igniting the love for
reading as students delve into their cherished English literature,
fostering a passion for storytelling and knowledge. It’s an ongoing
feature.

Tailored Rooms for Focused Learning - Dedicated spaces
designed for specific subjects, optimizing student engagement
and comprehension in a specialized learning environment.



2023-24

An enriching experience for students from both the countries to
foster cultural understanding, academic growth and personal
development.

 A Fun-filled Extravaganza for Students to Celebrate the Break - A
day-long event featuring exciting games, beautiful performances,
live music, and delicious treats, creating unforgettable memories
for students before their summer break!

Empowering Minds, Yearning for Progress
Summer Spree 2023

Student Exchange Program 2023 -
United States of America

CULTURAL CACHET - Celebrating G20
Showcasing the cultural diversity and global symbiosis of
different nations of G20, by way of beautiful decor and vibrant
performances by students. A Splendid Cultural Mosaic!

Introducing CAM CHILLERS
Innovate, Create, Succeed: Student Enterprise Challenge
Students of Cambridge Wing set up their own shake station to
inculcate entrepreneurship skills and ignite their innovative ideas
into reality.




